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Strategic Plan Executive Summary
The Vision

The board envisions the CoM’s unique venue, busy and full of people of all ages and
walks of life, exploring different opportunities to creatively express themselves – a place
where people connect to one another, and build a sense of belonging.

The Process
The board, with the support of strategic planning consultant, Amy Wynn, reviewed input
from the community and various stakeholders, provided by surveys and emailed
queries.  Through the strategic planning process, they considered many ideas for the
organization that would allow the CoM to fulfill more of its potential in the future.  Three
goals were identified that would be catalytic in enabling the organization to become
increasingly sustainable and to have the capacity to address the expected challenges of
organizational growth and development.

The Strategic Goals
The three goals are focused on administration, the venue, and programming.
Specifically, the goals are:

1. Bring on an effective, part-time administrator to increase overall capacity of the
organization, which will support the realization of this strategic plan

2. Establish and begin to implement a maintenance and repair plan, and an overall
capital master plan for the building, which will support the organization’s most
significant asset in fulfilling its mission

3. Create an approach and a procedure that supports planning and implementation
of a yearly schedule of activities.

These goals go hand-in-hand, depending on one another to achieve the overall vision.
The second and third goals will be more easily achieved if the first goal of having a paid
administrator is in place.

Strategically addressing the short- and long-term needs of the building will ensure there
is a home-base in the town center, long into the future, at which the CoM can deliver
programming in response to the community’s needs and interests. The programs and
events that are ultimately planned and delivered will support the overall vision of
becoming a thriving center for community creativity, full of people exploring creativity
and connecting to one another.

Supporting the Three Goals
Achieving the three strategic goals over the next three years will require implementing
specific operational, fundraising, and communications strategies. This work will also
present new opportunities that support CoM’s strategic growth, such as eligibility for
more grant programs, and greater engagement with CoM’s supporters and community.
Assessment of work on the plan will occur annually and the plan may be adjusted and
updated in response to future conditions and opportunities.



Background and History of The Center on Main

In 2006, the small, rural town of Falls Village (population 1,300), located in the
northwestern corner of Litchfield County, Connecticut, did not have an avenue for its
school age children to explore the dramatic arts, as other schools in neighboring towns
had.  Denise Cohn persuaded the Falls Village community to embrace the notion of
coming together to put on a professionally directed and choreographed production of
“The Wizard of Oz,” featuring the children of Falls Village.  Fundraisers were held,
funding was sought, and admission was free with donations accepted.  Thirty-six
students, ages 5 – 18, numerous adult volunteers and hired professionals made this
production a reality. The overwhelmingly positive response was inspirational. Through
Denise Cohn’s efforts and her invitation to others to join in, the Falls Village Children’s
Theater (FVCT) was founded, led by an enthusiastic board of directors.

In 2007, the Falls Village Children’s Theater Company (FVCT) purchased a former
church, turned book collector shop, at 103 Main Street. The board envisioned working
to renovate the building in order to have a permanent home for the organization and
eventually provide an even broader selection of programs for the community.

Up until 2020, the FVCT carried
out the model of professionally
producing a spring production of
Disney and Junior versions of
musical theater by the young
people of Falls Village. For
fourteen years, these very popular
annual productions brought
community members of all ages
together to both work behind the
scenes and on stage to present
musical theater and to collectively
enjoy the public performances.
These productions included The
Wizard of Oz, Annie, Cinderella,
Shrek the Musical, Willy Wonka, to
name just a few.

The organization also offered
year-round showcases, workshops
and mini-productions open to all
youth from the surrounding
tri-state area. The aim was also to
allow anyone to attend these
performances and so admission
was always by donation.



In addition the space was used for various community events such as the popular Hunt
Library auction, and the 12 Moons Coffee House.

Productions ceased during the pandemic during 2020 and 2021, but the board and
volunteers continued to do whatever was possible for the community, by making its
venue available for various events. Twelve Moons Coffee House concerts eventually
resumed presenting events at the Center, and now consider the CoM their home. A
regular drum circle and a monthly contradance are now mainstays of community
members participating in creative exploration and expression. The community has
turned to the CoM to gather for memorials and for celebrations together, strengthening
connection within our community. The board of directors also undertook significant
steps to organize theater materials and repair the building while it was less occupied,
including addressing moisture in the basement with the purchase of a commercial
dehumidifier system And while full-scale productions were tabled during the pandemic,
2022 marked significant steps to the return of an annual production, including an
enthusiastically-received holiday show starring local children.

History of the Building

The building was constructed in 1901 as the
Third Falls Village Methodist Church to
replace the Second Methodist church, which
was burned (along with much of downtown
Falls Village) in an 1899 fire. The end of the
20th century found the building being used by
R&D Emerson Rare and Used Books, and
was then abandoned for several years when
the owners retired. It remained an unused
blight on the downtown scenery until work
started in 2006.

In the autumn of 2006, a group of concerned citizens, led by several members of the
board of the Falls Village Children’s Theater (FVCT), began raising funds to acquire the
building for the use by FVCT and broader community. The acquisition price of $150,000
was met by contributions from the Town of Canaan, the Community Foundation of
Northwest Connecticut, several local businesses and over 90 individuals. This breadth
of initial financial support speaks to the depth of community support for this project.

The project was fortunate enough to attract a STEAP grant in 2008 for $200,000, a
substantial portion of which ($65,500) was committed to hire a certified preservation
architect to draft a complete set of plans for necessary renovation to turn the building
into a suitable public space. The balance of the funds from the 2008 STEAP grant
($134,500) was committed in part to installing an appropriate septic and drainage
system to allow for the installation of bathrooms and prevent further water damage to
the foundation of the building. That work was completed in the summer of 2010. 



Further funds from the 2008 grant were dedicated to the installation of ADA
compliant bathrooms in the building, the rehabilitation and upgrade of the electrical
systems, installation of an ADA compliant entrance ramp, creation of suitable egress
paths to satisfy fire and safety codes and minor improvements to the kitchen area.

The outlook is very positive for the future of the building, because of community interest
and due to the greater depth of understanding that the CoM board had gained about
the needs and potential for the building. The board has generated a prioritized list of
needed and desired building improvements including re-siding the entire building with
historically accurate materials, renovating the kitchen to support commercial catering,
installing central air conditioning, restoring the stained glass windows, additional
landscaping, and more.



Primary Strategic Goals 2023-2025

Goal 1. Administration: Contract an effective, part-time administrator who is increasing
the overall capacity of the organization

Action Summary & Timeline

Annually, unless otherwise noted
Governance:

● Update the job description based on sought-after skill sets and experience
● Contract a successful candidate or renew agreement with current administrator,

with a letter of agreement, with clear expectations and reporting roles
● Schedule and hold mid-year and year-end evaluations for the administrator
● Before year-end, determine the goals and expectations for this position for the

next year, in partnership with the administrator
● Clarify and/or update communication channels for administrator-to-board for

various areas (financial, facility, marketing/pr, fundraising, contracts, rentals, etc.)
● Establish and/or update policies concerning reimbursement, in-kind gifts,

personnel matters, etc. for board approval.
Operations:

● Invest in basic administrative equipment and supplies
Bookkeeping will continue to be managed by the Board Treasurer

Development and Fundraising
● Research free or affordable online platforms that provide donor database

tracking, and begin to put the selected platform into place in 2023, including
entering in known historical donor data.

● Conduct two appeal campaigns – spring and year-end.  The method(s) of
delivery for each campaign will be determined (mail, social media) based on
resources and expected return on investment.

● Outline a grant application strategy for the year
o Review of potential sources of grant funding, determine which grant

applications are most appropriate for which CoM projects and what the
requested amounts might be.

o Create a time-line that maps out the year of grant applications, using
appropriate tools to track progress and prompt action. complete grant
applications collaboratively, as coordinated by the administrator

o Publicize all awarded grants
Marketing and Communications:

● Train administrator on updating the CoM website and managing social media
accounts

● Create a template for press releases for use by the administrator and distribute
press releases for all CoM events and programs.

● Assemble or update a list of event calendar listing services for promoting events
and programs.

● Develop a strategy for building the email list, mailing list and social media
followers.



Current Position:  Since its founding in 2006, the organization has been solely run by
volunteers, some of whom are on the board of directors and others who have come
from the general community.  At this point in time, and since the pandemic, the board
members have been the group primarily responsible for the many tasks of running the
organization.

Some board members have been willing and able to devote a tremendous number of
hands-on hours to administration and programming for the CoM.  They have been
responsible for organizing, fundraising, and running the theatrical productions and
community events. They have also cleaned, set up, and managed the building when it is
rented from them by artists and other organizations.  Additionally, board members have
spent hours ensuring that the building and the grounds were maintained, cleaned and
safe,managed the bookkeeping, run the annual fundraising appeals,and ensured that
basic components of organizational management were in place (website management,
general communications/emails, contracts, utilities, insurance, required filings, etc.).

In this small town where volunteerism makes so many services and activities possible,
the pool of available volunteers who have the abundance of time, skills, and passion
required to simply maintain the current level of activity, is extremely small. Bringing on a
paid professional administrator will be a major step toward organizational sustainability
and consistency.

The Importance of Achieving this Goal:  With the administrative role filled, the work
outlined in this strategic plan will receive consistent attention, making significant
progress and increasing momentum and support.

There are many needs and goals expressed to the CoM by community members via
surveys and interviews. With a dedicated administrative person in place, the CoM can
be even more present and responsive to the community.  Having administrative support
will help the CoM partner with other local nonprofits and arts organizations, and
enhance other efforts in the town that aim to strengthen areas of education and
enrichment, economic development, neighborhood revitalization, and community
engagement.

2023-2025 Looking Ahead:  The administrator will increase two of the most valuable
resources to the CoM —time and energy — and will infuse steady attention to planning
programs, marketing and building awareness, expanding audiences and participation,
broadening support, and tapping into opportunities for funding and partnerships. It is
anticipated that the role of the administrator will gradually grow over the years and
require an incremental increase in hours per week for the job. Additionally, the role of
the board will gradually shift to one involving more governance, strategy, and
fundraising, ensuring that the necessary resources are in place, and long-term planning.



Goal 2. Property: Establish and implement a maintenance and repair plan, and an
overall capital master plan for the building

Action Summary & Timeline

Annually (unless otherwise noted)
Governance:

● Historic Register Status
○ In 2023, identify a highly credible advisor to explore the value, and

potentially the process, of applying for and attaining Connecticut and/or
National Historic Register status for the building.

○ Determine whether the CoM is eligible and feels it is in the best interest or
not to apply for historic register status.

○ Follow through, or conclude the efforts regarding historic register status
● Capital Needs

○ Obtain and review previous and updated assessments of building
condition

○ Form a community advisory committee to bring specific expertise in the
areas of architecture, engineering, construction, physical plant
maintenance, planning and zoning, building/fire/safety codes, health
district regulations, ADA requirements, etc., with clear expectations of
committee and its members

○ Prioritize actions to address the needs of the building, using the following
criteria:

■ the health and safety of those who come into the building and/or
are on the property,

■ the best interests for the building’s longevity, and
■ the mission and programming of the CoM

● Draft and finalize a Capital Master Plan that:
○ demonstrates a thorough knowledge of the building’s condition and

prioritized needs
○ articulates a strong case statement supporting the need for action
○ illustrates a strategic commitment on the part of the board to responsibly

steward the building’s heath for the benefit of the community.
Operations

● Create and implement an annual maintenance and repair plan for the property
● Obtain estimates for the top prioritized capital needs, in consultation with experts

(construction, engineering, building codes, architecture, etc.)
Development and Fundraising

● Identify funding and financing options for addressing the top prioritized needs
● Apply for funding for one or more of the top prioritized capital needs
● Implement capital project(s) according to funding awarded
● If initial funding is not awarded, consider/assess the value of financing any

portion of the top prioritized capital needs
Marketing and Communications :

● Publicize progress on this goal (website, e-newsletters, press releases, etc.)



Current Position:  There are a complete
set of plans, created in 2008 through a
STEAP grant, by a certified preservation
architect that were used for previous
renovations to turn the building into a
suitable public space. As part of the
strategic planning process, in 2022 the
board engaged Pillar and Post in a
thorough building audit and
assessment.. The latter has revealed
that rot and visible gaps in the siding are
evident, a support column and a wall sill
plate also have signs of rot, there are
structural concerns regarding the
windows that are causing leaks and lack
of stability of the stained glass, there are
some minor issues to make the electrical
systems more orderly that are
recommended, and some minor mold
and some water/moisture issues to be
addressed. The building currently
functions as a safe and effective space
for events and programs.

There is no air conditioning in the
building, making it uncomfortable to use in the summer months, so there have been
discussions to install a system, as part of the overall plan. Recently, the Board of
Selectmen approved a $15,000 American Rescue Plan Act grant for the CoM to
address capital needs such as the air conditioning and kitchen area improvements.

The CoM board has been in touch with professionals who have expertise in stained
glass restoration and repair, as well as exterior siding repair and installation, in order to
better understand options for addressing these needs for the building.

Surveys of citizens, funders and stakeholders indicate that the community is eager to
see the condition of the building improved. There have been generous offers from and
actions taken by volunteers to assist the CoM in addressing some of the issues of
maintenance and repairs.

The importance of achieving this goal: The property supports the CoM’s capacity to
fulfill its mission and contribute to the town’s overall culture and economic development.
At this juncture, the CoM board agrees that the building is in need of greater attention.
It is vital that the building become dependably sound to support programming over the
long-term, and to realize the full potential of the CoM for the community.



Following through on the action steps described above in this section will not only
enable the venue to be at its most useful, but it is also the necessary, responsible
approach to have in order to avoid impediments and/or incidents caused by the
building’s deferred maintenance and improvement, and to ensure that the property
enhances the village center as a whole.

2023-2025 Looking Ahead: The board envisions that fulfilling the plan regarding the
property will not only meet the needs of the organization, but position the building as an
attractive, lively centerpiece in the village that people are proud of and excited to share.
Steady progress in this area of the plan will be one of the most visible ways to increase
awareness, involvement and support for the organization.



Goal 3. Programs: Create a structure that supports planning and implementation of
yearly schedule of activities

Action Summary & Timeline

Annually
Governance:

● Establish and/or update, and utilize an annual outline for activities in the
categories of CoM programs, community activities, and rentals and schedule in
advance, the activities for the year.

● Determine what resources will be needed (funds, volunteers, physical items,
partnerships) for each activity and determine if those resources are realistic.

● Establish and/or update a standard rental agreement, with a limited number of
fee options, and utilize the agreement for rentals.

Operations:
● As far in advance as possible, set dates and put resources in place for each

activity.
● Conduct and document a brief evaluation of each activity at its conclusion and

implement any improvements identified in the evaluation for similar upcoming
activities.

Marketing and Communications
● Create a marketing plan to support the agreed upon activities, including listing

the  activities on various event calendar services.
● Survey participants of activities (parents, students, audience, renters) to gain

insight about each activity, as frequently as possible, and occasionally to learn
about suggested activities. Review and document summary of responses.

Development and Fundraising
● Share the positive results of each event, and the areas of learning for

improvement in the future with funders, if appropriate.
● Set up a sponsorship acquisition strategy for the year.

Current Position:  A
number of activities,
events and rentals are
occurring in the building,
limited only by the
available hours of a core
faction of the
all-volunteer board.
These activities include
school vacation
programming, Make
Music Day participation,
Halloween festivities, a
December holiday show,



and venue rentals to Twelve Moons Coffee House, a twice monthly drum-circle group, a
contra-jam group, and individual performing artists.

The town center is viewed as generally “sleepy” unless there is an event occurring at
the CoM, the town green, or on Main Street itself. Lee H. Kellogg School, along with
D.M Hunt Library, are a few blocks from the town center, and consistently bring people
from throughout the northwest corner to Falls Village. There are a few annual events
that occur on Main Street, including a very popular car show in July that attracts
thousands, as well as small parades and events during various holidays (Memorial Day,
Veterans Day, etc.). In the town center, there is a restaurant/inn, a package store, and
an auto repair business, all of which are open 5-6 days a week, and there is also a
home goods shop, a café, and a gallery, all of which are generally open 2-4 days a
week. There are a few other businesses outside the center of town as well.

CoM surveys and interview responses expressed a unanimous view that people would
like more opportunities to connect with other community members through
creativity-based activities, and also that CoM would contribute more to a sought after
liveliness for the center of town.

The importance of achieving this goal:  Establishing a regular approach to activities and
offering a regular set of programming to the community is critical to:

1. Establish the CoM with a reputation as a venue that is active and relevant.
2. Build a base of contributed support.
3. Increase “ownership” in the wellbeing of the CoM such that the health of the

venue is a community-wide concern
4. The ability of the town to flourish and thrive, via the CoM’s role in economic

development, pride of place, partnerships, and most importantly as a place in the
town center that is welcoming and inclusive.

The attendance at events and the number of program participants indicate that the
community is hungry to engage in cultural activities locally. The number of inquiries from
artists to use the venue for events and programming also illustrates that the creative
community is in need of a place to perform, share and teach. The Falls Village
Children’s Theater will continue to be an important part of the annual program schedule
for The Center on Main.

2023-2025 Looking Ahead:  The vision for the CoM is as a very busy place that people
look to when thinking of how to spend their time in Falls Village, and a place that gives
people a lasting positive feeling after having experienced something there. There is
tremendous potential for the CoM to serve Falls Village and Northwest Connecticut and
the neighboring communities in Dutchess County, New York and Southern Berkshire
County in Massachusetts.

Over the next three years, the focus will be on soundly working to realize this potential
more and more through well planned activities that meet the needs of the community
and introduce new opportunities for creative connections in the Village.



Conclusion:

This strategic planning process has reinforced the belief throughout the community that
the Center on Main is an important part of Falls Village and that it potentially can make
an even greater contribution to the town’s ability to be an increasingly vibrant and
healthy place to live, work and play.

The approach to strategic planning has been one that examines which key actions,
once taken, will make it easier to accomplish other necessary actions for healthy
organizational development and financial sustainability.  The catalytic tactics mentioned
above under each goal are intended to build momentum and positive energy throughout
the process of growth.

The three goals are meant to be addressed in concert with one another, because each
goal’s progress will reinforce the other goals.  The results are predicted to produce
greater support throughout the community, which will build the overall capacity of the
organization to fully realize the vision of The Center on Main:

The Center on Main will shine as a unique venue,
busy and full of people of all ages and walks of life,

exploring different opportunities to creatively express themselves.
A place where people connect to one another,

and build a sense of belonging.



Appendix A:  The Strategic Planning Process:

In late 2021, The Center on Main’s board of directors committed to the process of
strategic planning, with consultant Amy Wynn, to examine what The Center on Main
(CoM) could look like in three years if strategic actions were implemented, and what
those actions over a three-year period would move the organization toward realizing
that vision. The Foundation for Community Health generously supported the strategic
planning process with a grant.

During 2022, the full board was invited to participate in the planning process.  There
were ten meetings of the board with the consultant during which progress was
reviewed, critical topics were explored and feedback was given. Additionally, the
consultant worked with the Treasurer on restructuring the format of the budget, and
suggested budget planning tools and procedures.

The board,with the assistance of the consultant:
● reviewed and clarified the organization’s mission and the desired components of

the strategic plan.
● reviewed the operational structure, resources and expense areas (general

operations, programs, venue rentals, etc.)
● explored and clarified the values and guiding principles, and the vision for the

organization
● explored the organization’s assets and challenges
● identified realizable key goals
● formulated implementable tactics to support realizing each identified goal

The consultant additionally worked with the Treasurer to guide the formation of a 3-year
financial projection, taking into account building maintenance and improvements, which
are integrated into the strategic plan.

She also incorporated the recent surveys of the community that the organization had
conducted, which provided a solid picture of the community’s feedback.  The consultant
also reached out via phone and email to key stakeholders, including former board
members, funders and donors, community leaders, and leaders in the region’s arts and
education sectors.  These individuals provided thoughtful input on the organization’s
perceived role in the community, its potential, and the vision those stakeholders held for
the organization.

A final version of this plan was adopted by the full board of directors in February 2023



Appendix B:  Budget and Budget Assumptions

Budget Assumptions:
Contributed Revenue

● There will be at least 2 appeal campaigns each year.
● More of the available grant opportunities and renewed support will be pursued

Earned Revenue
● More rentals of the venue will be contracted, increasing each year
● Some ticketed events, apart from the Falls Village Children’s Theater

productions, which are admission by donation, will be presented.
Expenditures

● The administrator’s number of hours and/or pay rate will increase each year
● Marketing efforts will be expanded starting in 2023 to include modest advertising

on social media, and the costs with anticipated direct mail costs
● Capital Projects: Funding will be sought and secured to cover the costs of

improvements to the property: a/c, kitchen improvements, and structural repairs.

2023 Budget



Planned Fiscal Growth for 2023 - 2025

We project modest, but steady growth in the three years of this plan. Subsequent to the
plan’s three-year period, we believe a tested fiscal foundation will be established to
then, prudently, explore bolder developments.

Capital Financial Projection:

We aim to raise at least $100,000 in capital funding to make necessary and desired
improvements to the building over these three years.

Appendix C:  Values Statement and Guiding Principles

Values Statement: We aim to lead as a warm and welcoming community-based
organization where we cherish our time together in enriching our lives with arts, music,
theater, and healthy living.

Guiding Principles:

● Inclusivity - We are committed to going the extra mile to enable all to participate
and feel comfortable and safe

● Respect - We are honest and transparent, and are open minded to various points
of view and perspectives.

● Creative exploration - We nurture creative exploration and expression, and aim to
fuel each person’s inspirations.

● Connection - We believe that connecting people through creative exploration and
experiences builds community and deepens understanding, and we seek
opportunities to collaborate toward this purpose.



Appendix D:

Diversity, Inclusion, Equity and Access Statement

The mission of the Falls Village Children’s Theater at the Center on Main includes the
words “...to offer an inspiring environment for creative exploration in support of healthy
community connections”.

Instilling healthy community connections must embody each of the components of
DEI+A. We believe that a commitment to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Access will
deepen and strengthen the service we strive to provide to presenters, participants, and
the broader community.

Our organizational values are committed to being “welcoming” and “inclusive” as part of
our key guiding principles. We strive to offer a broad spectrum of engaging community
opportunities to experience and share ideas, build skills and nurture connections. We
believe that our organization’s impact can only be fully achieved when a wide variety of
ideas, skills, abilities, and backgrounds are represented.

Appendix E:  Board of Directors

2023
Adam Sher, Chair
Laurie Wadsworth, Vice Chair
Jamie Sadeh, Secretary
Devin Boyden, Treasurer
Luke Miller
Amy Adams
John Nowak

2022
Laurie Wadsworth, Chair
Amy Adams, Vice Chair
Jaimie Sadeh, Secretary
Devin Boyden, Treasurer
Luke Miller
David Noonan
Adam Sher


